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Hot on the heels of last year's runaway success, Porn for Women, the female pornographers from

Cambridge are now tackling the fantasies of new mothers. What really turns them on? The CWPC

locked themselves in the lab for months to find out. And the results are in this scientifically proven,

steamy photo collection of hunky guys doing exactly what new mothers want. Prepare to enter a

fantasy world, a world where men insist on changing diapers, where guys get up for 3 a.m. feedings,

and where they just can't help but admire mom's sexy all-sweatpants wardrobe. Page after page of

titillatingshots and dream-worthy captions will make every mother swoon. In fact, it might just leave

her begging for more. . . . Oh, daddy!
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"Genius gift idea and they're only 12 bucks! (I'll be getting one for each of the 10 baby showers I

have in the next three months!)" Glamour Magazine "it's a book we wouldn't mind sharing with every

mother we know" Parenting.com  "this new book from Chronicle has got to be my favorite baby

shower gift idea this year." RookieMom.com

Despite countless interview requests, members of the Cambridge Women's Pornography

Cooperative remain anonymous. Encouraged by the positive reception Porn for Women received,

the group continues its heartfelt mission to redefine pornography.Susan Anderson is a Los

Angeles-based photographer who also shot Porn for Women.



I just bought this for my brother's girlfriend who just had their baby yesterday! Before giving it as a

Christmas gift I read though it, and this is HILARIOUS! It's such a perfect gift if you're looking for

something small, but still with personality--something to make her laugh after all the pain of

childbirth that she just endured. Just a heads up that there is no actual porn in here, if you're having

any hesitations. Guys in the photos are kind of dorky but who's complaining?

It was THE hit at the baby shower!! For reasons I don't understand (maybe because I'm a guy),

women really get a kick out of this one. I also purchased Porn for New Brides and found the same

reaction. Maybe it's because these books show us men as women would really like us to be, rather

than the animals that we usually are: to wit, "Let's not have sex tonight, sweetie, and I'll just give you

a foot rub." Really!! Great fun.

Gave it as a gift to a friend celebrating her first Mother's day. We had a great time flipping through

the photos are marking pages as hints for her husband. ;)

This was a hit as a gift at a baby shower!

A good friend of mine recommended this book as a good gift for new moms. I enjoyed it and the

recipient of the book got a few good laughs from it as well. My only issue is the condition on how it

arrived. The cover had a lot of indentations on it. It also had a small tear on the back. I went out to

the local bookstore and was able to find it there.

I first saw this in the waiting room of my midwife's office when I was pregnant and got a good laugh

out of it. Now I give it to every expecting couple as a joke gift for dad to 'study'. No actual 'porn,' just

funny campy photos of hunky shirtless guys doing household chores, changing diapers, etc. and

saying things a new mom would love to hear..."sure, I'll watch the baby while you go to the spa" and

"that 19 year old Swedish blonde is nice but I'd prefer an older nanny with more experience." My

husband still jokingly asks "is this porn for new moms?" every time he does a chore or favor that I

would usually do. Great gift and definitely an icebreaker at a baby shower! I've personally seen the

most staid in-laws guffawing over this book as it's passed around.

I love this line of books and have bought many of them for gifts for different people over the years

but the copy I just received several of the pages the words were smeared a bit like it had been



printed cheaply. Need it for a gift tomorrow or I would have probably sent it back. Hopefully my

friend won't mind and will be too distracted by all the hunky men to be reading the words too much.

Great present for new mums.
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